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FLY OF THE MONTH

Hook: TMC 101, dry fly straight eye, or TMC 100 size 16, 14, 12
Thread:   Black 8/0 Uni-Thread
Abdomen:  Rainy�s Hi-Vis ant body
Legs/Hackle: Black rooster hackle
Wing:  NA

Sailor Ant

This is a very simple, yet effective dry fly for
the Green River.  We usually fished it 18
inches behind a larger hopper or cicada

pattern.  This is a fly anyone can tie and can be
used as a little popper for bluegill.

Select round foam tubing for the size of hook to
be used.  The foam cylinders come in several sizes
and colors.  Black, tan and brown are useful colors.
The white foam cap makes it a Hi Vis - �Sailor.�

De-barb and mount the hook in the vise.  Attach
the thread with a jam knot behind the eye and
wrap a tight thread base to the bend.  Place the
foam body parallel and on top of the hook.  The
rear body section should be longer than the head.
A distinct waist is important in an ant pattern.
Make two or three soft pinch wraps at the bend of
the hook and pull straight down or straight up to
keep the body on top of the hook.  Compress the

foam slightly with your fingers as you wrap the
thread forward forming the waist.  Lift the
front section of foam and make a small thread
dam to help lock the body and keep it from
turning on the hook.  A half hitch is a good idea,
before wrapping the thread back to the middle.

Select a black rooster saddle hackle, sized for
the hook.  The length of the hackle barbs
should be 1.25 to 1.5 hook gaps.  The number of
wraps of hackle can be varied on this pattern.
The ones we bought had only 3 or 4 wraps of
hackle. Attach the hackle by the quill and make
three or four wraps in the middle of the waist.
Tie off and trim the excess hackle.  Wrap the
thread forward to the hook eye, form a small
head and whip finish.  Remember that thread is
weight and always keep thread wraps to a
minimum on dry flies.  Apply a little head cement
to the head and thread body.

--Lucky Ketcham

Large Carpenter Ant




